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Study of electrical conductivity of gadolinium gallium 
garnet single crystals
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The eloctricil conduciiviiy of gadolinium gallium garmd. Ringlet 
crystals was measured as a funetjon of tompcTaiim* and following 
ambiout atmosplioros ■ an-, N2, aigoii and vacuum (10~-Torr) The 
room tomperatnre conductivity in air is obscrvi'd to dnjicnd upon 
the thermal history of the sanijile On leaving llie sample exjiosed 
to air for 12 hours or more at room tempeiature the electrical conduc
tivity is of the order ol 10“ ®̂ 12"̂  cm After heating the samjile 
at 500'’C or more in an the value of the clectiical conductivity at 
room temperature is about cni"^ EÛ cti ical conductivity
fT versus \jT curves obtained with a sample w'̂ hndi. has been given 
heat treatment niontioned abovi  ̂ can be divided into tw'̂ o regions, 
whmi measurements are made under air, E , and a-rgon At' Iovim- 
temperaturcH (room temperature to '^150 'C ) the eoiiduetivity is 
found to dt'CToaso with increase in temperature. In the highei* tein- 
porature region the conductivity'' increases wnth increase in temiicra- 
turo. The electrical conductivity jilot consists of two straighli lines 
With activation energy, iJ(7) — 1-70 eV and 1-52 eV in the,
temperature regions 250 -f0()‘T̂  and 400-500'’C, respect,ively m aii* 
ambient atmosphere The results of measurements of electiieal 
conductivity under vacuum arc dilTorent from the result,s described 
above for moasuroments made under air, N« and argon. The conduc
tivity is not found to decrease with merease in t,(*mperature m any 
temperature region. The electrical conductivity plot consists oi 
foiu‘ straight linos with values of aeiivation energy E{I) ~  1-85 eV,
E{11) =  1-31 eV, E{IT1) -  1-70 oV and E{IV) ^  1-38 eV in the 
temperature regions 220-280°C/, 280-I320°(y, 320-405"C and 405-000^0, 
respectively. If no heat treatment is given to tlu‘ sample the con
ductivity plots are different in heating and cooling cycles. This 
hysteresis like behaviour disappears after the first heating and coolinp 
cycles.

1. I nthodttotion

Garnets have proved to be of great importance in the field of devices like magnetic 
bubble momorioM (Gianola el al 1969) and lasers (Geusic et al 1964). Nonmagiiotic 
garnets, particnlarly, gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) have been extensively 
used as ."-uhstrate materials in magnetic bubble memory devices. Although 
considerable amount of work has been reported on tho grow'th of single CTyst.als 
(O’Kane d al 1973) of those materials and study'' of their (srystal perfec^tion 
(Mathows et al 1973, Stacy et al 1974, Krishan Lal & Mader 1976) but very little
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4 3 4 Study of dl^ctftcdl conductivity
JiH'S boon j'oporiod on the y^udy oJ tholr proporiies. Jn an Rttempt to  under
stand tho pjiysioiil inopoities of GGG, wo have studied dielectric properties 
(IvrisJiari Lai & Jhans 1977) and electrioal conductivity of GGG. Thermal 
hisl.oiy and ambient alinosphore during inoasurcineiit has spectacular effect 
on the el(i(*trical conductivity oven at room tcmj)eratur. . Therefore, wo ha\e 
studied 1-hc effect of ambient atmo,sphere and thermal history of the sample 
on its (decti'ical conductivity. Some results of these investigalions are reported 
in this paper

2 . EX PEnTM BN TAL

GGG .single crystals uscat in thi,s investigation arc grown from melt by 
Czochralski method. Those wc'ro obtained by one of the authors (Krishan Jjal) 
by (ioiiitesy ol IĴ M, Thomas ,1 Watson Hesoarch Centro, N.Y Measurements 
were cairied out along [111] diioction on (111) disc shaped wafers riatmum 
filoctr-odes are {*oat.(‘d on the two faces of the sample using the Englehard platinuno 
paint and lieating the sample at 7()0'’C foi 10 minutes

The samph  ̂ holder used in those investigations is the same as described! 
eariiej- (Lai it PaJiwa 1971) This sample holder pmimts the mea.surements \ 
undm- any desired gas or- vaciiuiii at oi‘ above room tmiiperature

Tli(̂  electri(‘al eonduciivity of GGG single luystals is of the order of 
10“ “̂ 11“  ̂ ein~̂  at room temperature which cannot bo measured accurately. 
Tliei-efore, electi'ical condnelivity of GGG single crystals was .studied from about 
500“K to a,bout OGO'̂ ’K. Rllect ol ambient atmosphere, viz. vacuum (10“ - Tori), 
air, rut logon and argon on electrical conductivity was also studied ,

;i R e s u l t s

Resistance, /i, of the samples Avas rneasuriid a.s a function of temperature, 
T ("K), both whim t.ho temperatui'o of the sample Avas increasing (room tenipera- 
tur<̂  to higher tmnpcratures) and AÂhen tlû  tomperatuTO of the sample was 
decnvising (higlu‘v temperature to room tomiicratUTo). Figure 1 sIioaâs lypieal 
log 1/7̂  vm.sus IjT  curves loi experimental data recorded in heating and cooling 
eyedes Oiii'vî  1 is oht/ained AAdien the sample is heated from room temporatim 
to 900”K (first heating cycle) The sample Avas cooled from 900“K to room 
temperature and measurements made in the cooling cycle (first cooling cycle) 
are plotted as eurvi? 2 To see the effect of thermal history of the sample, 
measurements Avere again made as the sample was heated to 900°K and from 
this temperature it AÂas cooled to room temperature In the .second heating 
and cooling oyclos the expeiiiuental data points wore found to approximately 
fall on the second lieating cycle. Therefore, this has not been plotl.ed as a 
separate curve

Curve T consists ol four straight hues Avith different slopes. The tempera
ture regions of these straight lines are 490~553®K (1), 553-593°K (II), 593-678“K
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(TH) and 678~900'K (TV). As is obvious tlio dillbreiit, curves obry Anbenins 
rolatiou, tr oo The value oraeiivaiioii eiieif^y, v as delei niincd irom
the slopes of these curves The values of activation encifiy. foj different 
cm-ves arc, 7?(/) =  1-85 eV. 7 ? ( / 7 ) 1-31 eV, /:(7 /7 )--1 -70  oV and /f(7l ) 
=  1-38 eV in the temperature regions I. 11, HI and IV, lespccilively

Fig. 1. Two typical log IfE voisus 1/2’ curves during healing and cooling rycles for CICiG 
in vacuum

Hysteresis is observed in the heating and cooling curves (Cuia'ch T <fe IT of 
figure J) Resistivity is higher during heating cycle than dining cooling eyde. 
In curve 2 and subsequent heating and cooling eycTes the conductivity jiloi is 
a single straight line. The slope of this line gives an activation ciieigy value 
1-25 eV

In another oxpornuout while cooling the sample the sample v'as Indd at 
623°K! for about five hours. The conductivity of the sample shoved no chan
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with lime Thi,s wiiK dono to study tho Idnetice of transition from the state of 
sample after Ursi heatmg cycle to tJic state of sample- before it  Moreover a 

also provided mformaliou whether below the apparent knee temperature (678^K 
m curve T. figure 1) the charge carrieis were at equilibrium or not. The result 
oI thw expermioni î howfi that the charge carriers arc at equilibrium at these 
tomporatmm Ako tl„: sawpir not go back lo Us coudimtirity sMo that 
existed just belore the first heating cycle.
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and (3) argon In this paper wo shall discuss in detail the results obtained 
with air as the ambient atmosphere

Figure 2 shows two typical log(l//^) versus l/T cuiwes with air as ambient 
atmosphere. Curve 1 is the first heating cm vo and consists of tû o straight, lines 
in the temperature regions 523-(i7;FK (irgioii I) and G73̂ HOO“K (region Jl), 
The values of activation enoj-gy, E is found to be 1-7G c‘Y in temperaturcriegion I 
and 1-52 cV m the temperature region 11 While cooling the sampler after liist 
heating cycle, the eonducl.ivity plot consists of one straight, line 3’his lesult is 
similar to that observed m the earlier case (figure 1). The value of activation 
energy m the cooling cycle is 1-25 oV tlie saim̂  as observed cailier (ligure 1). 
Conductivity is highei during cooling cycle t,haii during Inciting cycle

An inj,erostmg foatuie of these results is that the pinsimcc of air alt.ois tJn̂  
conductivity bohavioui of CGG in a very significant maimer as compa,i('d to 
its conductivity hehaviour under vacuum While cooling under air from S0()"K 
there is a characteristic tempciaturc at, which tin' conductivi1,y of the sample 
starts increasing with decrease m t,cinperaturc (cuivc T1 in the temperature 
region 43()°K io room tempderaturo). This charaelorist ie tompciaturc is 40TK,
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in air as ambient atmosphere. After the first healing cycle the room tempera
ture conductivity of the crystal increases to cm"^, as compared to its
conductivity value 10” ®̂ cm~ ,̂ just before this experiment. However,
after the sample is removed from the sample holder and exposed, to air it slowly 
regains its highly insulating state. This process takes about 12 hours of exposure 
to air. We have studied the change of resistance of the sample as a function 
of time of exposure to air after it had undergone one heating cycle under air. 
Figure 3 shows the change in resistance of the sample as a function of time of 
exposure to air It follows a relation o' oo where t is the time of
exposure and T is the time constant of the process. The value of time 
constant is found to bo 2 hours 20 minutes as calculated from figure 3.

The electrical conductivity of GGG was also measured with Ng and Ar as 
ambient atmosphere. The general variation of electrical conductivity with 
temperature under these ambient atmospheres is similar to that as observed 
under air (figure 2).

4. D iscussion

Extensive woik has been reported on the study of electrical conductivity 
in doped ferrimagnotic garnets like yttrium iron garnet (YIG) (Elwcll & Dixon 
1968). In YIG the electrical conduction is considered to take place through 
hopping of electrons, in this case hopping conduction mechanism is visible 
due to the possibility of exchange of electrons between Fe®̂ ' and Fo^+ ions located 
at equivalent crystallographic sites. In the present ease a changp of valence 
in Ga or Gd is not expected. Secondly, GGG has very low conductivity at room 
tomperaturo which rules out the change of valence of Ga or Gd

The optical absorption spectrum of GGG has shown that it is transparent 
upto 3200 A The values of activation energy E in the experimental 
temperature range suggest that the observed conduction is not due to interband 
transitions.

Recent work has shown that incorporation o f Ar gas atoms give rise to color 
centres in molybdenum doped YAG (Kvapil et al 1976). These color centres 
arise mainly due to the change of valence of Mo. The change in valence can 
give rise to conductivity by hopping mechanisms Samples used in the present 
work wore analyzed carefully by spectroscopical method. No significant con
centration of impurities like Mn, Fc could bo detected. Therefore the hopping 
mechanism is not likely to be responsible for conduction in these crystals.

The effect of atmosphere shows positively that presence of gas atoms 
influences the conduction in those crystals. We are not aware of any data on 
diffusion in those crystals. Therefore it is not possible to give a definite mecha
nism of conduction in those crystals at this stage. All this data, however, suggests
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conduction taking place duo to ionic transport in which presence ol even inert 
gases like argon helps. The charge carriers are normally in aggregates at room 
temperature and they dissociate only on heating ati G78°K and aboÂ e. The 
aggregation obeys a simple monomolecular law with a fairly long time 
constant.
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